Accuracy awarded No.1 spot in the Great Place to Work® 2016 rankings
for the second consecutive year
Neuilly‐sur‐Seine, 23 March 2016

The “high standards and consideration” model – the managerial concept at the heart of Accuracy’s success – has been recognised
once again in the Great Place to Work® rankings, which again places the firm in first position of "companies (less than 500
employees) where it is good to work in France". Ranking in the top three every year since its first entrance in 2007, Accuracy
achieved first place in 2015 and has retained this position in 2016.

The consistency of Accuracy’s top three placement in the Great Place to Work® rankings illustrates the reality and depth of the
principles that the firm practices with its teams, and constitutes one of the pillars of its strategy. Trust, respect and honesty are indeed
at the heart of Accuracy’s managerial strategy; they are key to the quality of work and services that Accuracy delivers to its clients, to
whom the firm owes its continued success and growth since its foundation. In a business where personal investment, reliability and
quality requirements are particularly high, being able to work in an environment built on solidarity, teamwork, transparency,
fulfilment and involvement of all in projects and the life of the firm, is the main way of nurturing the “high standards and
consideration” concept.
The Great Place to Work® Institute is a global network which surveys 10 million employees across 600 companies in 50 countries to
"assess the work environment based on relationships experienced by employees." This international label, established in almost all
developed countries, assesses via the employees themselves by use of an anonymous questionnaire, the work atmosphere quality,
fairness in the treatment of employees, employee information, employee solidarity, as well as training and motivation initiatives.
There are 32 French companies among the 66 to make the rankings in 2016, including subsidiaries of major international groups such
as McDonald's, PepsiCo France and Mars. More than 140,000 employees were surveyed in the 2016 edition of the rankings.
By year‐end 2015, Accuracy had reached €61 million in total revenue, up 11% from 2014. Present in 10 countries in Europe, Asia and
North America, Accuracy opened a new office in Singapore early 2016.
Frédéric Duponchel, Chairman and CEO of Accuracy explains: "Since its foundation in 2004, Accuracy has been conceived as a collective
project. The observation of high standards and consideration is our main priority because the quality of our work depends directly on
the satisfaction of our teams to exercise it. This managerial policy is deeply rooted in Accuracy’s culture; it is a fundamental element of
our success and will continue to support us in our future success."

About Accuracy
Accuracy is the sole, truly independent European actor in the field of financial advisory services to business leaders and their
shareholders, wholly owned by its partners. Accuracy is present in ten countries in Europe, North America and Asia, and delivers its
services worldwide. Accuracy is comprised today of 300 consultants across all of its offices, in which 36 are partners. Its offices are
located in Paris, Madrid, Amsterdam, Milan, Frankfurt, Brussels, London, Munich, Quebec, Montreal, New Delhi and Singapore.
We boast a full range of skills in the economic, financial and accounting fields, and combine these skills to reach a single goal: to give
sense to figures by analysing them, questioning them, verifying their reliability and providing recommendations to facilitate effective
decision‐making.
Accuracy combines extensive know‐how in areas such as audit techniques, valuations, financial modelling, financial forecasting and
market analyses. This aids our clients in dealing with a wide‐range of situations including acquisitions, disposals, companies in
difficulty, restructuring, litigation and disputes.
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